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FROM THE PRESIDENT
September 29, 2021
Welcome to the 2021 CISCA Awards Celebration and Dinner. Like so many things
the past year, COVID dictated we change the dates of our meetings this year.
Since our Events Committee has been presenting educational events virtually,
we decided to change the schedule for the Fall Conference to allow more time
for face-to-face networking, which we haven’t been able to do the past year. We
hope you are enjoying the new schedule and format for the event. Have a wonderful evening and enjoy this great venue for our annual event.
This year we had 35 entries into the Construction Excellence Program, so thank
you to all who submitted your outstanding projects. I know the judges had a
difficult time choosing the winners.
The presentation of the awards is always a highlight of the evening and I look
forward to sharing this evening with you as we sit back and enjoy viewing some
of the fantastic projects our fellow industry members constructed.
Thank you for a wonderful year and I look forward to seeing you all
again in Grapevine, Texas in April 2022.
			Scott Turczynski
			CISCA President 2020-2022
			Heartland Companies

Follow CISCA on LinkedIn, Twitter and Facebook @ciscaassociation
Subscride to your favorite Social Media channel, stay up-to-date on
industry’s latest news, Like and Share our content!
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Wood Ceiling Baffles

CONTRACTOR / Civic

Above 50,000 square feet • East

Louis Armstrong New Orleans International Airport
New Orleans, LA
King Company, LLC furnished and installed all of the Armstrong
acoustical ceiling systems, and CertainTeed Architectural specialty wood baffle ceilings, in the Louis Armstrong International
Airport in New Orleans, LA. A total quantity in excess of 200,000
square feet of multiple ceiling types were installed. In addition to
being the ceiling subcontractor, King Company also performed
all the gypsum board, and metal stud framing work for the entire
project. At the project’s peak King Company had more than 100
employees working on various scopes of work.

King Company, LLC

General Contractor
Hunt Gibbs Boh Metro Joint Venture
Architect
Leo A Daly Architecture
Manufacturer
Armstrong Ceiling Solutions
Manufacturer
CertainTeed Architectural

Acoustical Ceilings, Wood Ceilings
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Grand Ballroom - Metal & Stretch Fabric Ceilings, Wall Panels &
Stretch Fabric Walls.

CONTRACTOR
/ Civic
Contractor / Civic

Above 50,000 square feet • East
EAST

Acousti
Engineering
Company
of Florida

Miami Beach Convention Center

Manufacturer
Armstrong Ceiling Solutions

The Miami Beach Convention Center, built with more than half a
million manhours and over one million square feet of acoustical
material, is a true flagship install for Acousti Engineering Company
of Florida and the interior specialties industry on a whole. Comprised of over 290,000 SF of custom Armstrong Metal Ceilings,
148,000 SF of Armstrong Acoustical Ceilings, 20,000 SF of Barrisol Stretch Fabric ceilings, 61,000 SF of Owens Corning Acoustical
Wall Panels, 16,000 SF of Owens Corning Stretch Fabric Wall Panels, 5,000 SF of Rigidized Metals Acoustical Metal Wall Panels, and
500,000 SF of Deck Sound Control Insulation that all culminate to
create a look that is both beautifully seamless and silently bold on
this unique mega build & renovation. In addition to the
acoustical elements above, Acousti Engineering Company of
Florida was also responsible for installing over 2.5 Million
SF of Drywall as well as GFRG Columns, Stucco, &
Thermal Insulation.

Manufacturer
Barrisol Normalu

Miami Beach , FL

Grand Ballroom - Metal & Stretch Fabric Ceilings, Wall Panels
& Stretch Fabric Walls

Manufacturer
Owens Corning
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Overall view of the project
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CONTRACTOR / Civic

Above 50,000 square feet • West

Heartland
Acoustics &
Interiors

Kalahari Resort and Convention Center

General Contractor
Hensel Phelps

Heartland Acoustics & Interiors took part in the construction
of this $550 million dollar, 1.5 million square foot resort built
on 350 acres. The Architect was HKS and the General Contractor was Hensel Phelps. An unconventional convention
center does not begin to describe it. The resort has 975 guest
rooms and suites, 223,000 square feet of water park, 80,000
square feet of theme park, 200,000 square feet of convention
space and five signature restaurants, all under one roof! In
addition, a world-class spa and salon, state-of-the-art fitness
center, and the largest indoor water park in the United States.
The project ground breaking took place in May 2018 with
the resort opening to the public in November 2020.

Architect
HKS

Austin, TX

Manufacturer
Armstrong Ceiling Solutions
Manufacturer
CertainTeed Architectural
Manufacturer
Hilti North America
Manufacturer
MBI Products Company, Inc.
Manufacturer
Shanko Metal Ceilings & Walls
Distributor
Action Gypsum Supply
Distributor
Foundation Building Materials

Convention Center Area
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Twelve 12’ x 8’ curved metal clouds and 2,300 square feel of micro perforated White Oak wall panels
in the Assembly Chamber. Photo: Michael O’Callahan

CONTRACTOR / Civic

Above 50,000 square feet • West

Contra Costa County Administration Building
Martinez, CA

California Drywall installed multiple specialty products that
perform with function and beauty in the Contra Costa County
Administration Building. These included SoundScape Blades
and SERPENTINA Waves Curved Metal Clouds by Armstrong
Ceiling Solutions, as well as Aluratone and Flat Veneer Panels
by Rulon International.

Convex and Concave blade ceiling in the Main Lobby.
Photo: Michael O’Callahan

California Drywall
General Contractor
Hensel Phelps
Architect
Fentress Architects
Manufacturer
Armstrong Ceiling Solutions
Manufacturer
Rulon International
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Linear metal ceiling in the Situation Room Photo: Kyle Jeffers.
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CONTRACTOR / Civic

Below 50,000 square feet • West

Contra Costa Public Safety
Building and Emergency Operations Center
Martinez, CA

Designed by Dreyfuss + Blackford and installed by California
Drywall, the Contra Costa Public Safety Building and
Emergency Operations Center features METALWORKS Linear
Planks, METALWORKS Open Cell Panels, SoundScape Blades
and Cirrus Second Look ceilings by Armstrong Ceiling
Solutions. The results are aesthetically pleasing finishes
combined with exceptional performance.

Linear metal ceiling in the Situation Room

California Drywall
General Contractor
Hensel Phelps
Architect
Dreyfuss + Blackford
Acoustician
Shen Milsom & Wilke LLC
Manufacturer
Armstrong Ceiling Solutions

Photo: Kyle Jeffers.
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Suspended 48’ above the deepest end of the pool, the baffles posed a variety of installation
challenges, from working over a dirt pit to constructing the proper scaffolding to reach the deck.

CONTRACTOR / Civic

Below 50,000 square feet • West

Broomfield Community Center
Broomfield, CO

Broomfield Community Center is a brand new 2-story recreational
center in the Denver suburb of Broomfield, Colorado. The highlights
of this building are the 9-lane cold pool, 6-lane warm pool, and the
14,500 SF gymnasium that features two full-size basketball courts.
Several other amenities welcome family members of all ages to
enjoy this new top-of-the-line facility. Stepping into the lobby, you
are welcomed by walls lined with Xorel Artform Hex and Hex 3D wall
panels, by Carnegie. The VET Baffles by NetWall line the underside
of the structure at the pools and gymnasium, providing phenomenal
acoustic control in areas where noise is a crucial concern. Through a
variety of challenges, E&K of Denver was able to collaborate with its
many partners and complete another successful specialty project.

Baffles above the pools proved to be a success in sound absorption in an area
where sound control tends to be a constant problem.

E & K of Denver

General Contractor
Adolfson & Peterson
Architect
Davis Partnership Architects
Manufacturer
USG Building Systems
Distributor
Western Interior Supply Ltd.
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Linear Metal Multi-box ceiling system on exterior.

CONTRACTOR / Education
Above 50,000 square feet • East

NSCU Oval
Raleigh, NC

Fitts-Woolard Hall at NC State is a four-story 227,000 SF new engineering building built to promote an integrated approach to problem-solving and to display the school’s commitment to excellence in
education. According to Clark Nexsen, the design is driven by a commitment to “engineering on display.” Throughout the four-story facility,
high degrees of transparency create a light-filled, vibrant educational environment. Large structural testing labs, as well as exposed
mechanical and structural features, were intentionally designed to
be highly visible to give transparency and educational opportunities.
The steel-plated monumental stairs at both ends of the building act
as connecting threads between all four floors. The path of the stairs
weave upward alongside a 3D wood feature wall designed to
reflect the diverse engineering studies housed in the building
and can be viewed at either building entry.

South monumental stair lower view.

Bonitz

General Contractor
Skanska, USA
Architect
Clark Nexsen
Manufacturer
ACGI (Armstrong Ceiling Solutions)
Manufacturer
USG Building Systems
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Wide angle shot of center ellipse ceiling.

CONTRACTOR
/ Education
Contractor / Education
Below 50,000 square feet • West
WEST

Iowa State University
Sports Performance Complex
Ames, Iowa

Artisan Ceiling Systems & Acoustical Specialties was contracted by
Heartland Finishes to complete the acoustical ceilings at the Iowa
State University Sports Performance Center. An integral part of the
project is the new football locker room. The locker room ceiling
consists of a 3D metal ellipse ceiling shaped like a giant backlit football (geometrical metal ceiling supplied by Gordon Incorporated)
surrounded by wood beams installed in a non-parallel radial pattern coming out from and perpendicular to the metal ellipse ceiling
(wood beams supplied by Rulon International). The ceilings were
designed by the architect on the project, Substance Architecture,
and the general contractor was Neumann Brothers Construction.
The process for both systems required intense preparation
regarding layout and constant coordination with the manufactures before Artisan ever even had product to install.
The experience of Artisan’s team and logical approach
to solve problems along the way allowed for a
		
nearly seamless installation.

Artisan Ceiling
Systems &
Acoustical
Specialties
Installing Contractor
Heartland Companies
General Contractor
Neumann Brothers Construction
Architect
Substance Architecture
Acoustician
Acoustics by J. W. Mooney
Manufacturer
Gordon Incorporated
Manufacturer
Rulon International

Profile of the crest trough pattern. We cut acrylic lenses behind a dense
perforation pattern for the back lighting and places acoustical backer behind
a sparse perforation pattern everywhere else.
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The exterior of the new Dartmouth Hitchcock Ambulatory Center in Manchester, NH
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CONTRACTOR / Healthcare
Above 50,000 square feet • East

Dartmouth Hitchcock Ambulatory
Surgery Center
Manchester, NH

Hired on by Harney Construction, Metro Walls was happy to
provide all of the intricate ACT work for the Dartmouth
Hitchcock Abulatory Center in Manchester, NH. In addition to
the standard hallways, the scope of work included the
building’s café, reception area, a monumental stairway, lobby,
and operating rooms. The planning, detail, and outcome of
this work are award-worthy and we are proud to be one of
the contractors who took part in this project.

Metro Walls

General Contractor
Harvey Construction
Architect
Lavallee Brensinger Architects

The ceiling above a monumental staircase. Over 40 feet!
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Acoustic Ceiling Panels
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CONTRACTOR / Healthcare
Below 50,000 square feet • West

SSM Healthcare Project
Bridgeton, MO

Contractor G & S Architectural Product’s installed G&S
Acoustics aCapella sound absorbing recycled polyester
panels in the newly constructed St. Louis’ SSM Healthcare
Virtual Vibrance Center. The design featured brightly colored
and patterned aCapella PartiTions for wall dividers, plus
aCapella Verse baffles in the ceiling to ensure a soothing,
quiet workspace for optimal patient consults.

G&S
Architectural
Products
General Contractor
ICS Construction Services, Ltd.
Manufacturer
G & S Acoustics

Acoustic Ceiling and Wall panels
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Stunning decorated wood look linear metal ceiling system that is suspended 25’ high in the
front entry vestibule with custom wood look exterior beam baffles & custom infill panels
in the background that is suspended below the exterior canopy overlooking the skyline.

CONTRACTOR / Office

Above 50,000 square feet • East

Wolf Point East
Chicago, IL

Wolf Point East is an iconic 60 story luxury apartment highrise on Chicago’s riverfront. The space features over 50,000
square feet of custom CertainTeed Architectural linear metal
that’s displayed elegantly in the interior and exterior of the
building. A major part of the project’s success was being able
to lean on industry partners in developing a thorough plan of
action to help satisfy job specific requirements which was a
major key in project success like no other we have ever
experienced.

Custom linear wood above the pool with a nice city view.

E & K of Chicago
General Contractor
Walsh Construction
Architect
Pappageorge Haymes Partners
Architect
Pelli Clarke Pelli Architects
Manufacturer
CertainTeed Architectural
Independent Rep
Mau, Inc.
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A view of the multipurpose room. These wood grain sound baffles are hung individually in a
fan/accordion style layout. On the walls are a stretched fabric panel system.

CONTRACTOR / Office

Above 50,000 square feet • West

Fox Technology Center
Tempe, AZ

E&K was proud to partner with Fox, Archcentric and Holder Construction on this beautiful project. Fox Technology Center featured a
variety of complex products that required intricate detailing to ensure
proper integration with the surrounding building space. With 8 different colors and patterns of Kirei felt acoustical wall panels, 500+ pieces
of Armstrong Metalworks Torsion Spring Shapes 30 metal ceiling panels, 1,200LF of Navy Island Soundply Cella sound baffles, and 3,000SF
of Lino sound planks, 4,485SF of Arktura Vapor Cluster Soft and Soft
Grid Switch, and 5,600SF of Gordon Alpro insulated metal panels, this
project had the best of all worlds in today’s specialty ceiling market.
This project was simply one of a kind for a high profile client that
will have a space they can enjoy for decades to come. All
expectations of the final design were most definitely exceeded.

E&K
of Phoenix
General Contractor
Holder Constuction
Architect
Archcentric
Manufacturer
Arktura
Manufacturer
Armstrong Ceiling and Wall Solutions
Manufacturer
CertainTeed
Manufacturer
Gordon Incorporated
Manufacturer
Kirei
Manufacturer
Navy Island
Manufacturer
Turf Design
Independent Rep
Commercial Architectural Products
Installing Contractor
for Novawall
Skinner Interior Systems, Inc.

This servery area ceiling made with the same wood grain sound baffles came out
precut by the manufacturer and numbered for a smooth install.
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Linear wood ceiling installed in the executive conference room.

CONTRACTOR / Office

Above 50,000 square feet • West

E & K of Omaha

Kiewit Headquarters

General Contractor
Kiewit Building Group

The new Kiewit Corporate Headquarters Tower located in
downtown Omaha, NE. is a stunning facility that incorporates
sophisticated design elements with well thought out office layout
and collaborative spaces. Each floor has a combination of traditional framing and drywall as well has demountable partitions that
define work spaces and huddle zones. Not to mention the coffee
bar and group think areas, located on every level, that make for a
comfortable and engaging work environment.
The design team blended a wide breadth of products from
manufactures such as Armstrong Ceiling Solutions to elevate the
design and instill continuity throughout the building. A 		
complex design execution relies also on the skill
and expertise of the installers. E&K of Omaha’s team
performed their work with a coordinated effort to
deliver on the vision design and produce an
elegant and functional space for the customer.

Architect
HDR

Omaha, NE

Linear wood accent wall and ceiling.

Manufacturer
Armstrong Ceiling Solutions
Distributor
Foundation Building Materials
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The 5,300 SF ceiling hung 27 feet in the air, over iron stairs and a mezzanine walkway. Working
space was at a premium, due to the fast schedule, requiring coordination and communication
with other trade partners.

CONTRACTOR / Office

Above 50,000 square feet • West

E & K of Denver

1551 Wewatta

General Contractor
Saunders Construction, Inc.

The 1551 Wewatta project is the full interior overhaul of an existing
10-story building in Denver’s hip LoDo district. With highend finishes,
an interactive floor display on the stairs leading to the second floor,
and a 40-foot-tall rock climbing wall on the first floor, this state-ofthe-art building will serve as headquarters for a single tenant, occupying all 10 floors. E&K of Denver worked closely with Rulon to provide the feature 5,300 square foot, 2-profile wood ceiling, suspended
27’ above the main entry lobby. As you step into one of the gathering
areas, you can look up to view the Siena Cork cloud ceilings. Over
20,000 square feet of MDC Zintra panels and baffles are sprinkled
through the meeting rooms and common areas, creating an
enjoyable atmosphere for employees to convene and brainstorm.

Architect
OZ Architecture with interior
design by Rapt Studio

Denver, CO

Manufacturer
Acoustical Surfaces
Manufacturer
Rulon International
Manufacturer
USG Building Systems
Distributor
Action Gypsum Supply
Distributor
Western Interior Supply Ltd.

The 2 panel types were a different thickness from each other, requiring dual elevation
ceilings, as well as different layouts to make the panels land in line with each other.
This required in-depth planning and communication between all parties involved.
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Walnut wood veneer ceiling and walls with custom lighting pockets in Collaboration Space and blades
in pantry on “Yellow” floor. Photo: Jason O’Rear

CONTRACTOR / Office

Above 50,000 square feet • West

Analog Devices
Santa Clara, CA

Designed by IA Interior Architects and installed by California
Drywall, the 280,000 square foot Analog Devices interior
build out incorporated high-end finishes throughout. Incorporating acoustical and specialty products manufactured
by Arktura, Armstrong Ceiling Solutions, Autex Industries,
Navy Island, and USG Building Systems, the finished space is
eye-catching with great acoustical performance.

California Drywall

General Contractor
Hathaway Dinwiddie Construction
Company
Architect
IA Interior Architects
Manufacturer
Armstrong Ceiling Solutions
Manufacturer
Arktura
Manufacturer
Autex Acoustics LLC
Manufacturer
Navy Island
Manufacturer
USG Building Systems
Distributor
Foundation Building Materials
Independent Rep
CADE Architectural Resources

Oak veneer ceiling and feature wall in main conference room.
Photo: Jason O’Rear
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Fifth floor break room with heathered felt and fabric wrapped panels.
Photo: Tom Story.

CONTRACTOR / Office

Below 50,000 square feet • West

California Drywall

Autodesk Landmark

General Contractor
BCCI Construction

The ceiling systems at Audodesk Landmark are both visually
stunning and high performing. They were designed by ASD |
SKY and installed by California Drywall using custom Microperf Acoustical Panels by Madrid, Inc., and the Crease Ceiling
System from Turf Design.

Architect
ASD | SKY

San Francisco, CA

Manufacturer
Madrid, Inc.
Manufacturer
Turf Design
Distributor
Foundation Building Materials

Fifth floor break room with heathered felt panels. Photo: Tom Story.
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The finished ceiling creates a welcoming effect for the office space.
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CONTRACTOR / Office

Below 50,000 square feet • West

Floating Felt Puzzle
Scottsdale, AZ

For Sagicor Life’s new Scottsdale office, the Architect Pinnacle Design Group envisioned an open and inviting environment. By bringing different color palettes together, it created
a more natural lighting atmosphere for the office. With special thanks to New Zealand based-manufacturer, Autex, the
complexity of the design, assembly and installation during a
global pandemic made this project second to none. Sagicor
means “Wise Judgement” and they truly used wise judgement to select the right team to bring peace of mind to the
acoustically-sound office space.

The customization around the columns creates a natural uninterrupted flow through the room.

Ace Acoustics
General Contractor
Venn Construction
Architect
Pinnacle Design Inc.
Manufacturer
Autex Acoustics LLC
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Good acoustic qualities are relevant and essential in learning environments.

DISTRIBUTOR / Healthcare
Above 50,000 square feet • West

St. Francis High School
St. Francis, MN

In November 2017, voters in St. Francis Area Schools approved an
$80.6 million bond to address critical deferred maintenance and
physical facility needs, improve district wide safety, security and
accessibility, and enhance educational spaces and learning environments. The bond was the largest in the history of the District. Wold Architects & Engineers, General Contractor Rochon Corporation, Installing
Sub-Contractor Minnesota Acoustics, Manufacturers Golterman & Sabo
and USG, and building material distributor and sound consultant Golden Valley Supply partnered together to provide acoustic solutions that
exceed project expectations. As a result, and district-wide, St. Francis
Area Schools now have modern designs with natural light, branding
throughout all facilities, and a flexible learning environment for
improved experiences. Students will be welcomed back to
on-site facilities starting in February 2021.

Custom and digitally-printed acoustic wall panels, with high
NRC acoustic ceiling panels and custom suspension trim.

Golden Valley
Supply Company
General Contractor
Rochon Corporation
Architect
Wold Architects & Engineers
Manufacturer
G & S Acoustics
Manufacturer
USG Building Systems
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A major cruise line recently constructed a huge new spacious terminal that can accommodate
ships of up to 5,000 passengers.

MANUFACTURER / Civic
Above 50,000 square feet • East

Norwegian Cruise Lines Terminal B
Port Miami, FL
Towering above Norwegian Cruise Lines’ new Miami terminal is
a unique undulating custom ceiling from Armstrong Ceiling &
Wall Solutions that measures 768’ long, 36’ wide, and features
6,808 acrylic tubes suspended from a curved grid. It is 65’ at its
highest, 28’ at its lowest. Crews were not accustomed to working
that high and keeping scaffolds in place was a challenge. Large
drywall structures dominate the waiting area. The largest is 118’
high, the smallest, 76’. As a result, height was again a challenge.
In addition, the structures’ original design called for metal stud
framing, but was too complicated and switched to an Armstrong
drywall grid system, which converted to an easier installation and
shortened the schedule 40%.

Towering above the terminal’s interior is a unique undulating custom ceiling that
measures 768 feet long and 36 feet wide and mimics the wave in the cruise line’s logo.

Armstrong Ceiling
& Wall Solutions
Installing Contractor
Lotspeich Company, Inc,
General Contractor
Joint venture between Haskell
and NV2A Group
Architect
Bermello Ajamil & Partners
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Custom is the standard, exemplified in this custom ceiling for the luxurious restaurant in
Chicago, Illinois.

MANUFACTURER / Civic
Below 50,000 square feet • East

Ever

Chicago, IL

Turf Design

Architect
Lawton Stanley Architects

Turf Design, the custom acoustics manufacturer, helped to
transform Ever into a luxurious, quiet dining experience.
Following the design intent of the owners, the team
manufactured custom felt pieces for the restaurant’s ceiling.
Solving the issue of a loud dining room while adding beauty
to the space, the installation provides architectural interest
and visually obscures unappealing design elements.

The ceiling’s custom felt baffles help to create a quiet,
focused dining space.
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Barrel vault ceiling comprising of close to 600 GFRG collared panels.

MANUFACTURER / Civic
Below 50,000 square feet • East

Hillsdale College Christ Chapel
Hillsdale, MI

Innovative Cast Inc. supplied all the 53”Wx53”Lx8”D Glass Fiber
Reinforced Gypsum (GFRG) collered ceiling panels at the new
Hillsdale College Christ Chapel in Hillsdale, MI. Hillsdale College
Chapel was a new construction project situated on the grounds of
Hillsdale College. Innovative Cast also manufactured and installed
all 6 GFRG smooth groin vaults that consisted of approx. 350 custom curved pcs. Furthermore, they manufactured and installed the
6’ high GFRG triglyph around the perimeter of the room and on
top of the limestone columns. Innovative Cast was asked to hand
carve, mould, cast and install 6 full scale GFRG evangelists.
Innovative Cast also manufactured GFRG columns, crown and
keystone for the entire Serliana window. There was also plain
plaster crown manufactured and installed in various
hallways, staircases and common areas. The architect
was Duncan G. Stroik Architect LLC and the general
contractor was Weigand Construction Co., Inc.

Custom 6’ high GFRG triglyph crown installed around every
cast limestone column.

Innovative Cast Inc.

General Contractor
Weigand Construction Co., Inc.
Architect
Duncan G. Stroik Architect LLC
Acoustician
Musonics
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Squares of light shine through the corridor’s perforated suspended ceiling, creating a
stunning visual affect while guiding visitors to the museum’s galleries.

MANUFACTURER / Civic
Below 50,000 square feet • West

Denver Art Museum
Denver, CO

Originally designed by an Italian modernist architect in 1971,
the Denver Art Museum renovation and expansion renderings
featured exacting contemporary ceiling designs worthy
of the world-renowned facility, and it was no small feat to
make them a reality. CertainTeed Architectural met thoughtprovoking challenges with two awe-inspiring, strategically
crafted ceiling designs that required precision and creativity
in installation.

Precisely perforated, engineered wood panels were suspended from a
lay-in lift and shift grid system, that provided near seamless joints.

CertainTeed
Architectural
General Contractor
Saunders Construction
Architect
Fentress Architects
Architect
Machado Silvetti
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The lobby soffit ceiling of this student apartment building offers a playfully sophisticated design of wood looks
and red and black plaid.

MANUFACTURER /Education
Below 50,000 square feet • East

CertainTeed
Architectural

Hub On Campus Lexington

General Contractor
Wells & Wells Construction Co.

The show-stopping 3-Dimensional soffit and ceiling at Hub
Lexington Limestone, a new University of Kentucky student
apartment high-rise, features realistic wood-looks and a
custom plaid design created with an innovative CertainTeed
Architectural aluminum ceiling and wall product. Replacing
cumbersome millwork in the original specifcation, the lightweight material was easily field cut and required no finishing
– saving installation time and money.

Architect
Antunovich Associates

Lexington, KY

The slatted wood look surface reflects the university’s pastoral surroundings, while
the intersecting red and black lines offer a modernized take on equestrian plaid.
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The seminar room showcases one of several complex ceilings found on this research campus. The wood
grille “barrel” ceilings were made with locally harvested western hemlock and have radii that simulate
the effect of cascading water, a symbol of “the confluence of ideas,” says the design architect.

MANUFACTURER /Education
Below 50,000 square feet • West

University of Oregon Knight Campus for 		
Accelerating Scientific Impact
Eugene, OR

The Phil and Penny Knight Campus for Accelerating Scientific
Impact at the University of Oregon, Eugene, Ore., features four
research neighborhoods with lab space, workstations, offices,
classrooms and a conference room all in settings permeated by
natural light and wood grille ceilings. Ennead Architects, New
York, N.Y., was the design architect. Bora Architecture & Interiors,
Portland, Ore., was the architect of record. Hoffman Construction,
Portland, Ore., was the general contractor. PCI, Portland, Ore.,
was the ceiling subcontractor. 9Wood, Inc., Springfield, Ore.,
provided 20,662 SF of lay-in wood grille ceilings and wood
cross piece wave grille ceilings.

The seminar room features a dramatic serpentine form — a cross piece wave
grille ceiling system with ⅝” x 1⅜” solid western hemlock wood members.

9Wood
Installing Contractor
Performance Contracting, Inc.
General Contractor
Hoffman Construction
Architect
Bora Architects
Architect
Ennead Architects
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Beam Baffles in the Atrium Lobby.
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MANUFACTURER /Healthcare
Below 50,000 square feet • East

Children’s of Mississippi Hospital - Expansion
& Clinic Addition – University of Mississippi
Jackson, MS

The Children’s of Mississippi Hospital is a massive, $180-million, 7-story, 355,303 SF tower expansion that represents a
striking advancement in the quality of medical care for the
children of Mississippi. Gordon Incorporated provided elegant
aluminum Beam Baffles that smoothly transition across the
ground floor and extend through multiple planes to the 3rd
level of the 40-foot-tall atrium lobby and corridors.

Gordon
Incorporated
Architect
Cooke Douglass Farr Lemons
Architect
HDR Architecture
Independent Rep
Kohler Building Specialties

A close up of Beam Baffles accented with colorful pendant light fixtures.
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The breathtaking atrium skylight challenged both the manufacturer and contractor with the ellipse-shaped opening and trim in the flat ceiling microperforated panels.

MANUFACTURER /Healthcare
Below 50,000 square feet • West

Major Healthcare Facility
Rochester, MN

ASI Architectural

Installing Contractor
Twin Cities Acoustics

A major healthcare provider turned to ASI Architectural to
take on a complex project with multiple venues within their
main clinic. Successfully completed with accuracy and
efficiency – and during a pandemic – the project included
custom ceilings and walls with acoustical backers to mitigate
echoes and reverberation in busy elevator waiting areas, underground corridors, and café and courtyard areas.

The chevron-shaped wall and ceiling panels are micro-perforated and backed with acoustic
absorbing material to absorb echo and reverberation. Each panel varied in depth according to the
architect’s vision and was precisely installed according to plans provided by the manufacturer’s design team.
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New corporate executive offices for a prolific developer, located in one of the world’s largest
cities, required innovative and impressive ceilings, reflective of the magnificent high-rise.

MANUFACTURER / Office
Below 50,000 square feet • East

CertainTeed
Architectural

Hudson Yards Office Tower

General Contractor
JRM Construction Management, LLC

When real estate giant Related moved its headquarters to the
new 30 Hudson Yards, New York City, the space needed to be
as innovative as the firm’s development work. CertainTeed
Architectural created a one-of-a-kind ceiling featuring a wood
frame and grille installed on a progressive aluminum
suspension system and secured in place by CNC-shaped
metal structural attachments and powerful hidden magnets.

Architect
KPMB Architects

New York, NY

The project’s architect worked with a leading ceiling manufacturer to replicate a custom
machined wood lens for the front of its high-performance, luminous acoustic ceiling system.
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Large view from the main entrance.
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MANUFACTURER / Office
Below 50,000 square feet • West

WGU

Salt Lake City, UT

Conwed

Installing Contractor
Golder Acoustics

Conwed’s New Dimensions Clouds transformed a rundown
2-story space into an incredible Commons for WGU. The
Clouds were built durable enough to be suspended, hold
70lb of electronics and custom-cut to house them. LED lights,
normal lights, and a fully integrated sound system were all
built into the product, linking the entire ceiling on both floors
into one audio/video experience.

Looking out from lower deck.
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The lobby of a mixed-use high-rise features 8,000 SF of cross piece grille ceilings with FSC-certified,
plain sliced, white maple veneered, 3/4” by 5” wood members and 3/4” trim pieces. The system
includes multi-curve, S-curve and mitered cross piece grilles.

MANUFACTURER / Office
Below 50,000 square feet • West

Telus Sky

Calgary, Alberta, Canada
Telus Sky is a 59-story, mixed-use skyscraper in downtown
Calgary, Alberta. The twisting, articulated tower by Bjarke Ingels
Group (BIG) offers 326 residential units on 28 floors above the
offices. The LEED Platinum building is set to achieve a 30% reduction in energy demand. It features 8,000 SF of straight and
compound curved wood cross piece grille ceilings. ICON West 3
of 23 Construction Corp., Vancouver, British Columbia, was the
general contractor and the ceiling installer. 9Wood, Springfield,
Ore., provided plain sliced, white maple veneered standard cross
piece, S-curved cross piece and compound custom-curved

9Wood
General Contractor
ICON West 3 of 23 Construction Corp.
Architect
Bjarke Ingels Group (BIG) Architects
Architect
Dialog Architects

cross piece grille ceilings.

The grille ceilings traverse multiple floors and lobbies and “had to look like one big, continuous
ceiling,” says the ceiling manufacturer’s project manager. The architect’s director of interiors chose
to use both dark and light color palettes. The lightwood tones give “the feeling of being outdoors,” he says.
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Although two disparate materials were used, the finished space shows the seamless transition between modular balles and drywall that creates simple, yet powerful lines. These provide detail to the
space while wall to floor spans of nested baffles elongate the perceived width of the building’s lobby.

MANUFACTURER / Office
Below 50,000 square feet • West

BD Tennant Improvement
Tempe, AZ

When the owner of BD asked for a clean, linear aesthetic and
acoustic solution, it took a team effort from USG, SmithGroup,
and Barrett-Homes Contractors to deliver a fully customized
ceiling system. Facing a tight turnaround, the team benefited
from the help of detailed design drawings, efficient coordination, and a modular baffle acoustical system incorporating
USG Ceilings Plus® Barz® to provide a long-lasting ceiling
without compromising aesthetics.

The defined spacing between the white baffles becomes a
design component, adding marked interest to the lobby space.

USG
Building Systems
Installing Contractor
Barrett-Homes Contractors
Architect
SmithGroup
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Luminous ceilings in entrance Lobby.
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MANUFACTURER / Retail
Below 50,000 square feet • East

Shadowbrook at Shrewsbury
Shrewsbury, NJ

Originally constructed as a private summer residence resting
on 18-secluded acres, the Shadowbrook Estate in Shrewsbury,
NJ, recently underwent a transformational renovation and
became the most luxurious wedding venues. This project
included a state-of-the-art remodel and renovation of the 		
lobby entrance featuring dramatic 30-ft high luminous
ceilings. This stunning ceiling manufactured by Gordon,
Incorporated is an unquestionable work-of-art.

A closeup view of Luminous ceiling with curved grid, Lay-in translucent
panels and laser cut Greek key pattern perimeter panels.

Gordon
Incorporated
Architect
JBD Design-Jefferson Group
Architecture, Inc
Independent Rep
Shannon Corporation
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Overhead view of the cafeteria. Showcasing acoustical canopies transitioning from ceiling
to wall for additional absorption and aesthetics.

INTERNATIONAL

OWA USA
Corporation

Beckhoff Automation - Verl, North Rhine

Architect
Heitmann Architekten

Beckhoff Automation had a vision: Create a space that fostered rest,
relaxation and a pleasant, open environment in which employees
could freely converse and collaborate amongst each other. Using
OWA’s globally innovative, award-winning “Corpus” acoustical
ceiling canopies as the focal point, Beckhoff was able to see their
vision come to fruition. The Class-A absorption of these Corpus
canopies allowed navigation through extensive acoustical 		
requirements and complex planning and design. Additional
Corpus elements were utilized as wall absorbers to create a
seamless transition from ceiling to wall. Corpus LED light fixtures
in the shape of Corpus acoustical canopies further enhanced
the ceiling design and overall room aesthetics. The flexibility
of these Corpus modular elements allowed easy integration
with the exposed building infrastructure. OWA was
proud to collaborate with a complete project team
to fulfill the vision of Beckhoff and deliver a
		
project pleasing to the eyes and ears.

Architect
Kitzig Interior Design GmbH

Westphalia, Germany

Perspective picture of the cafeteria. Showcases high ceilings,
structure painted black, hanging pendant lighting and LED’s.
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The new entryway to the high school features a series of seamless acoustical ceiling
clouds that control noise in the busy area.
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BOUTIQUE

Armstrong Ceiling
& Wall Solutions

High School Front Entry

Installing Contractor
Performance Contracting, Inc.

Webb City High School in Missouri has been renovated to create a
more secure front entryway for the safety of the students and staff.
The new entryway, which includes a safety vestibule, reception area,
and hallway, also features a series of seamless acoustical ceiling
clouds to control noise in the busy area. Suspended above the reception area and hallway, the large, triangular-shaped clouds, look
like drywall but provide the sound absorption and sound blocking
of a high-performance acoustical ceiling. The ceiling clouds were
designed by Incite Design Studio of Kansas City, MO, and installed by
Performance Contracting, Inc., of Springfield, MO, using an
ACOUSTIBuilt™ seamless acoustical ceiling system from Armstrong
Ceiling & Wall Solutions. The curved radiuses were achieved using
custom Axiom curved trim from Armstrong and the clouds
were suspended from an Armstrong Drywall Grid System.

Architect
Incite Design Studio

Webb City, MO

The ceiling manufacturer created custom trim to accommodate the
curved radiuses on the corners of the ceiling clouds.
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This photo captures the variety of products and design in the space very well. It also highlights the natural lighting that was incorporated into the space. To the right you can see a beam system made completely from drywall.
The drywall beams were made with the PanelMax and were lifted into place. A large metal logo was photoshopped out for this award submission.

BOUTIQUE

E & K of Phoenix

E & K of Phoenix Office TI

Architect
Cawley Architects

E&K of Phoenix’s office is meant to be a showcase of products and
craftmanship. This project featured a variety of products and styles
that both highlight E&K’s abilities and gives the employees a bright
creative space to work. The highlights of the design include USG
Danoline perforated gypsum clouds, Quiet Technology Systems felt
wrapped berglass panels laser cut into unique shapes and a mountain range, Arktura Softgrid Deca felt cloud panels, Armstrong Design
Flex ceiling system, USG Ensemble acoustical gypsum ceiling, and a
mural feature wall with live plants. Each room in this TI had it’s own
product, it’s own challenge and it’s own story. Each design represents
what the owner wanted to embody at it’s core. Through coordination
and pride in craftmanship, we were able to deliver a beautiful office
space that the owner, architect, and contractor could be proud of.

Manufacturer
Arktura

Phoenix, AZ

The main conference room. The high ceiling is acoustical gypsum. The beams that hang
below were prefabricated with drywall from the PanelMax and lifted into place.

Manufacturer
Armstrong Ceiling Solutions
Manufacturer
USG Building Systems
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The $10.5M renovation of a college student services center features 2,322 SF undulating cross piece
wood grille ceilings and walls. The ceiling falls within six bays, beginning at a central atrium and
running about 50’ back into six advising offices, where they curve down and become wood grille walls.

BOUTIQUE
Douglas College Student Services Center
New Westminster, British Columbia, Canada

9Wood

Architect
HCMA Architecture + Design

A new student services hub was part of a $10.5M renovation at
Douglas College, New Westminster, B.C. The space centralizes
enrollment services, career services and more. It includes meeting spaces, self-service kiosks and exam stations for assessment
testing. The project was funded through the College’s capital reserve ($8.5M) and the province of British Columbia ($2M). Turner
Construction, Vancouver, B.C., was the general contractor. HCMA
Architecture + Design, Vancouver, was the design architect.
Benton & Overbury, Surrey, B.C., installed the ceilings. 9Wood,
Springfield, Ore., provided 2,322 SF of undulating cross piece
wood grille ceilings and walls.

The unusual feature of the ceiling is the undulation of the wood slats
themselves. Their geometry had to be well planned and executed,
since the wave is interrupted by bulkheads and other break points.
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CISCA PLATINUM
ELITE SPONSORS

Armstrong Ceiling & Wall Solutions would like to
congratulate Acousti Engineering, Bonitz,
Heartland Acoustics, and Lotspeich, Inc. on their
recognition in the 2021 CISCA Construction
Excellence Awards using Armstrong ceiling and
wall systems. We are proud to be a solutions
partner on these and many other project
submissions helping contractors achieve design
excellence and overcome installation challenges. Congratulations to all the 2021 CISCA
Construction Excellence Award winners.

Rockfon provides customers with a complete
ceiling system offering, combining stone wool
ceiling panels with suspension grid systems,
metal ceiling solutions, and now wood ceilings.
Our products help create beautiful, comfortable
spaces. Easy to install and durable, they protect
people from noise and the spread of fire while
making a constructive contribution toward a
sustainable future. For more information, please
visit rockfon.com.
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CertainTeed Architectural proudly supports
CISCA and its mission to foster development,
diversity and growth in the acoustical ceilings
and wall systems industry. The entire CertainTeed
Architectural ceilings family is committed to
providing the solutions and support to make our
contractor partners successful.

USG Corporation is an industry-leading 		
manufacturer of building products and innovative
solutions, and we are proud to support CISCA in
its mission to foster professional development
and diversity in the ceilings and interior systems
field. We salute the manufacturers, suppliers,
contractors and everyone who has shared in the
history and success of our industry.

CISCA
SILVER SPONSORS

CISCA SPONSORS
BRONZE SPONSORS
• C.J. Coakley
• Freudenberg
• L&W Supply

PATRON SPONSORS

• 9Wood
• Foundation Building Materials
• Plexxis Software

CONTRIBUTING SPONSORS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

American Retention Components
CDM Investment Group
E&K Companies
Fellert North America
Glasteel
Mau Inc.
Thorne Associates

FRIENDS OF CISCA SPONSORS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acousti Engineering of Florida
Allied Building Products
AVL
Cardinal Acoustics
G&S Acoustics
Golden Valley Supply
Gordon Incorporated
Heartland Companies
Heartland Acoustics & Interiors
OWA USA Corporation
Shannon Incorporated
SAS International
Specified.
Valley Interior Systems
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Thank you for attending!
See you next year in
San Juan, Puerto Rico.
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